PERIODICALS,   ESSAYS,   DEBATES,   DISSERTATIONS
PERIODICALS
Periodicals form a very important element in reference work in any library, sup-
plementing the book collections in seveial mipoitant ways They aie especially
useful for the following paipo^es
 1	For subjects \\here it is of first importance to have the latest information
available in print, periodicals often furnish articles that are later than any book on
the subject   This use of periodicals is of special importance in the sciences, in tech-
nology, and in political, economic, and industrial questions of current interest
 2	Periodicals often contain articles on subjects about which the library has no
books, or e\en about which no books have yet been written   This is especially tiue
in the case of small or obscure subjects, or subjects of purely local or temporary
inteicst
3, Periodical aiticles are often useful as showing contempoiary opinion on a
given event, subject, person, book, etc Periodicals, newspapers, and contemporary
memons are the three mam sources for such information, and of these three sources,
periodical files are the most easily used and most serviceable in the ordinary library
To make the best use of periodical literature and to answer the ordinary ques-
tions about penodicals, the refeience worker needs three types of reference aids
These aie
 1	The index to periodicals, which furnishes a guide to the contents of files of
periodicals, serving the same purpose for articles in periodicals that the library
catalog does for the books in the library.
 2	The bibliography or catalog of periodicals, which is a list of the periodicals
themselves, not an index to their contents, and which furnishes information about
the penodicals listed, their correct titles, history, character, editors, prices, pub-
lishers, etc
 3	The union list of periodicals, which supplies information as to where sets of
the periodicals included m the list may be found   Such lists are usually regional, i e s
for a given city, 01 larger area
GENERAL INDEXES
The cardinal points which determine the value of an index of periodicals are
 1	Amount and kind of material indexed
 2	Length of penod covered
 3	Completeness of the indexing of the material covered
 4	Quality of the indexing, le, the kind of entries and fulness of mfoimatlon
 5	Convenience of arrangement.
To test an index on these points, note the following
1). Scope of the index—is it general or special, if special, what is its par-
ticular field?
2) Number and kind of periodicals indexed—are they substantial, established,
likely to be of permanent interest^ Are any foreign periodicals included? If the
index is general m character, is there a balanced representation of periodicals in
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